GENERAL PATTON'S FORCES DRIVING IN A GREAT WHEEL NORTHEAST OF PARIS HAVE TAKEN CHATEAU THIERRY AND SOISSONS, WHEN LAST REPORTED THE YANKS WERE 90 MILES BEYOND PARIS AND 20 MILES EAST OF SOISSONS. THE GERMAN TODAY SPOKE OF A BIG ALLIED ATTACK TOWARDS SOISSONS JUST EAST OF PARIS, AMERICANS WHO HAVE BUILT THE MARNE RIVER ARE NOW 14 MILES AHEAD IT, OTHER TANK UNITS WERE REPORTED TO THE EAST OF TROYES, THE ONLY TEAMS NOW LEFT SOUTH OF THE SEINE RIVER AND THE ONES IN THE BIG LOOPS OF THE SEINE SEEN AS A CURE THREAT TO RUSIANS INTO.TRANSYLVANIA. THIS IS SEEN AS A TREAT THREAT TO HUNGARY. THE NAZIS TO ADVANCE COMING FROM STOCKHOLM, FINLAND AND WIT TO GET IN EN FRANCE. ACCORDING TO REPOATS THE NAZIS AND HUNGARY LAST NIGHT, MOSQUITO AIR PLANES HIT ESSEN, HAF AAF AFFECTING THE RUSSIA. THE OH AND HUNGARY. LAST NIGHT, MOSQUITO AIR PLANES HIT ESSEN, CV AAFA. REPOATS STATED THAT NAZIS WERE TAKEN PRISONERS IN THE PALACE. THIS DO NOT COUNT THE GERMAN CORPS THAT WERE KILLED, CANADIANS FORCES ARE FIGHTING IN THE HILLS ABOUT 40 MILES FROM LORAIN, LAST NIGHT, MOSQUITO AIR PLANES HIT BAGHERA OVER THE NAZIS BEHIND THE KAI LINES SHOOTING UP TRANSYLVANIA, THE NAZIS ARE BRINGING UP HUGO DIVISIONS OF SUPPLIES FOR BIG PUSHES ON BOTH SIDES OF THE SEINE, THE FIRST OF ALLIED FOODSTUFFS HAS ARRIVED. BARGES BY THICK AFTER BEING SHOWN AROUND THE CHANNEL BY NAZIS.

IN SOUTHERN FRANCE, ALLIED FORCES HAVE CROSSED THE SEINE RIVER AT SEVERAL POINTS NEAR AVIGNON AND ARE NOW FIGHTING OUT TO THE WEST AND NORTHWEST, NAZIS, SOUTHWEST OF AVIGNON HAS BEEN LIBERATED, THE GERMAN EMERGING INTO THE NICE VALLEY ARE THRIVING DURING THEIR BATTLE FOR THE BIG BATTLE THAT LIES AHEAD. THESE COUNTERTACKS ARE NOT ON A LARGE SCALE AND ALLIED HEADQUARTERS SAYS THAT THE GERMAN HAD NOT TO COUNTER ATTACK AND THAT THESE ATTACKS AT THE GERMAN DO NOT mean ANYTHING AND WILL NOT SLOW UP THE ALLIED ADVANCE. IT IS ESTIMATED THAT 92,000 NAZIS WERE TAKEN PRISONERS IN THE PALACE. THIS DOES NOT COUNT THE NAZIS THAT WERE KILLED, THE NAZIS FLEEING ARE HEADING THE ENGLISH ARMY HAS BEEN AWAY AGAINST ELECTING WARNED ENGLISH PUBLIC HAS BEEN OFFICIALLY WARNED OFF THE BRITISH ARMY HAS BEEN OFFICIALLY WARNED AGAINST ELECTING AN EARLY ATTACK TO THE ELECTING AN EARLY ATTACK. LAST NIGHT, MANY NAZIS HIT BY MOSQUITO AIR PLANES ON THE SOUTHERN FRANCE, GROSSED THE RHONE RIVER ALLIED TROOPS HAVE REACHED SWITZERLAND AND NAZIS GAVE THE INFORMATION TO THE RUSSIANS IN THE CEKEK, THEY HAVE TAKEN PRISONERS IN THE SOUTHERN FRANCE, GROSSED THE RHONE RIVER.

RUSSIA:


ENGLAND:

THE ENGLISH RADIO THIS AFTERNOON ANNOUNCED ALLIED AIR PLANES OVER GERMANY, GERMANY SILLERLUND HUNGARY. LAST NIGHT, MANY NAZIS HIT BY MOSQUITO AIR PLANES, HAF MOSQUITO AIR PLANES HIT ENGLISH, IT WAS A GREAT KILL TO GOVERN WORKS, FLYING BARGES INSERT ENGLAND IN TODAY, THE ENGLISH PUBLIC HAS BEEN OFFICIALLY WARNED AGAINST ELECTING AN EARLY ATTACK TO THE ELECTING AN EARLY ATTACK. LAST NIGHT, MANY NAZIS HIT BY MOSQUITO AIR PLANES ON THE SOUTHERN FRANCE, GROSSED THE RHONE RIVER ALLIED TROOPS HAVE REACHED SWITZERLAND AND NAZIS GAVE THE INFORMATION TO THE RUSSIANS IN THE CEKEK, THEY HAVE TAKEN PRISONERS IN THE SOUTHERN FRANCE, GROSSED THE RHONE RIVER.

ITALY:

ITALIAN AIR PLANES HIT ITALY STRUCK AGAIN ON THE YANKS IN AUSTRIA AND HUNGARY.

TORN PAGE
IN THE NORTHERN PACIFIC, AMERICAN HEAVY BOMBS YESTERDAY HIT THE KURIL LS ISLANDS. IN THE SOUTHWEST PACIFIC, ALLIED PLANES DESTROYED ONE JAPANESE AIRCRAFT AND SHIPS OFF THE ISLANDS. THE 36TH BRITISH DIVISION HAS TRAINED BEFORE A RAILROAD TO UNDERTAKE A BATTLE ABOUT 30 MILES BEHIND KOGURONG.
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